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 Been reel-ing from the end of sea-son for so long...
but I want you to say...
you lead me on_ you leave no rea-son it's so_ wrong_
so I want you to say
I aint the one who needed saving
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But now it's you that's turned your eye
I ain't broken but I'm caving
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left to reason wonder why
Now that you believe in miracles.
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and that desire has run dry
I won't pretend that I'm not cynical.
with mystify by my side
You and I were so caught up in denial.
wouldn't let me to stay.
I won't deny that your heart was formed in mine.
I'm sorry if I broke you, but I couldn't say good-bye
what do you want me to say?
what do you want me to say?
what do you want me to
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Been reel-ing from the end of season
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